
Quick Planner

Sensat ional
Eater™

30 DAYS OF NEW THOUGHTS, FEELINGS &

ACTIONS AROUND FOOD



Habit tracker [month:                           ]

MADE A PLAN for the day,
anticipated obstacles

EVALUATED what went right/one
thing to improve

GROUNDWORK

FEELGOOD MOVEMENT 
microhabit

SLEEP 
microhabit to improve it

WATER
microhabit

SPACE
microhabit



                        
Plan –

Date:                  Day of week:        

Breakfast

Lunch

Supper

Snacks

Check: Have I planned realistically – 
eg food that I like, and am likely to want
to eat when the time comes? 

When might my brain suggest we veer off-plan today?
What will I tell myself, or do, when this happens?

                        
Evaluate

3 THINGS I'm glad I did for myself,
body & eating:

1 OVEREAT or OFF-PLAN EAT today:

WHY did I tell myself it was justified?
Was I FEELING anything I noticed?

The next time this happens, I can: 

1

2

3

How will I eat?/Notesfood
Prepare your head !

Positively



Here's a thought that's making me feel
rubbish: 

When I tell myself that, I feel....

When I feel like that, here's what I do, or
don't do:  

Speed-journal

I could practise thinking this instead: 

This thought makes me feel....

So if I deploy this thought, I'll feel like
doing this instead:: 

Sloppy tea Careful tea

T: Thoughts
E: Emotions
A: Actions

© 2022

Explore an overeat in depth and learn the thoughts and
feelings that drove it. 
Investigate the thoughts behind any unwanted behaviour (or
a desired behaviour you're not following through on). 

Use this to: 

Write here for
THREE MINUTES
continuously.  

T = thought T = thought

E = emotion E = emotion

A = action A = action
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Speed-journal

I could practise thinking this instead: 

This thought makes me feel....

So if I deploy this thought, I'll feel like
doing this instead:: 

Sloppy tea Careful tea

T: Thoughts
E: Emotions
A: Actions

© 2022

T = thought

E = emotion

A = action

T = thought

E = emotion

A = action

Explore an overeat in depth and learn the thoughts and
feelings that drove it. 
Investigate the thoughts behind any unwanted behaviour (or
a desired behaviour you're not following through on). 

Use this to: 

Write here for
THREE MINUTES
continuously.  



                        
Plan –

Date:                  Day of week:        

Breakfast

Lunch

Supper

Snacks

Check: Have I planned realistically – 
eg food that I like, and am likely to want
to eat when the time comes? 

When might my brain suggest we veer off-plan today?
What will I tell myself, or do, when this happens?

                        
Evaluate

3 THINGS I'm glad I did for myself,
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